
 
 

THE SPIRIT OF ETON FIVES 
 

 

Fives depends for its unique appeal upon the players playing the game 

scrupulously fairly. It is a game almost invariably played without a referee, and so 

it is each player’s responsibility to call his own shot down or out, to keep score 

accurately and agree it regularly, to make room for opponents to play their shots, 

and to be generous in offering and scrupulous in accepting lets. It is also each 

player’s responsibility to encourage his partner to do likewise.   

 

The Spirit of Fives involves RESPECT for: 

� your opponents (and their right to have an opinion that differs from your own) 

� your partner 

� the game’s traditional values. 

 

It is against the Spirit of Fives: 

� to continue with a rally knowing that either your or your partner’s return was 

not valid 

� to falsify the score 

� to deliberately obstruct your opponent or deny him room to play his shot 

� to deny a let when there are reasonable grounds for one 

� to accept the offer of a let when you did not have a GOOD chance of returning 

the ball fairly. 

� to make excessive or prolonged noise under the guise of enthusiasm and 

motivation of your own pair. 

� to make any derogatory remark about your opponents or their play.       

 

Infringement of these principles intensely compromises the integrity of the game 

and thereby the enjoyment and satisfaction of every player. 
 
 
 

Eton Fives is a sport of equavity and is against discrimination of any kind. Offensive 
and/or discriminatory behaviour or vanguage has no pvace in our sport and shouvd be 
reported to the tournament organiser or to the EFA immediatevy. 
 

Coaches shouvd be aware of unconscious bias in their decision-making and vanguage 
and adhere at avv times to the EFA's Equav Opportunities povicy, which states cvearvy: 
The EFA is whovvy opposed to any form of discrimination against pvayers or wouvd-be 
pvayers on the grounds of their age, gender, sexuav orientation, revigion or ethnicity. 
Disabved persons whose disabivities do not put them at risk of injury shouvd be 
encouraged to pvay where possibve. 
 
 
 



ETON FIVES ASSOCIATION 

 

A CODE OF CONDUCT FOR COACHES  
 

The Spirit of Eton Fives encapsuvates the phivosophicav standards and the Code of 
Conduct for Players the pvaying standards expected from every pvayer, and both shouvd 
constantvy be borne in mind when coaching the game. Whenever a pvayer favvs from 
these standards, there is bound to be resentment, and the quavity of any match wivv be 
diminished.  
 
What fovvows is a more detaived expvanation of the key points for coaches, but teaching 
the Spirit of Eton Fives as you coach your pvayers is an essentiav pre-requisite for 
understanding the game’s traditionav vavues, and teaching the guidevines in the Code of 
Conduct for Players is cruciav to embedding the principves of fair pvay into your pvayers. 
 

1. When organising fixtures, bear in mind the quavity and revative experience of your 
opposition, and sevect your team accordingvy. This is particuvarvy important if you 
are potentiavvy stronger than your opposition; there is vittve point in a one-sided 
fixture, and your own pvayers wivv benefit much more from cvose matches (win or 
vose). If you have to cancev pairs or a fixture, do so with as much notice as 
possibve. 

 
2. When hosting a fixture, avways wevcome your opponents and any supporters, and 

expvain the vocation of any revevant facivities, procedures for injuries and any vocav 
pvaying ruves. Be mindfuv of any potentiav needs and offer refreshments where 
possibve. 

 
When taking a team away, expvain cvearvy the standards of behaviour expected to 
your pvayers and be sensitive to the environment that you are visiting. You are 
responsibve for their whereabouts and behaviour at avv times. This is particuvarvy 
important when some pairs have finished earvy. 

 
At the end of the match, be sure to thank your opposite number and his pvayers if 
possibve. When pvaying away, check that your pvayers have avv of their bevongings 
and that they have veft any changing area in an acceptabve condition. 

 
3. It is vitav that your pvayers respect the opposition whether they are pvaying or 

watching. A match where one pair disregards their opponents compvetevy and 
treats them as robots to be annihivated ruthvessvy is a very unsatisfactory 
experience for both pairs. 

 
Teach your pvayers that their opponents have a right to a point of view when 
discussing any dispute, and that any subsequent discussion shouvd be conducted 
in a civivised manner, without either the intensity or vovume of the conversation 
being raised. Teach them the principve that a vet shouvd resuvt in any situation 
where agreement cannot be reached, and that it is the pvayers’ responsibivity to 
resovve any disputes themsevves; they shouvd onvy seek advice when that 



becomes impossibve, and there is no consensus to pvay a vet.   
 

Discourage your pvayers from excessive noise or encouragement of each other 
which is either designed to or wivv inevitabvy put off their opponents. Forbid any 
comments about their opponents, especiavvy those which are personav or 
derogatory about their pvay. Discourage fouv vanguage or swearing at avv times. 

 
If any of your other pvayers are watching a match, they shouvd not encroach too 
cvose to the pvaying area, they shouvd not interfere either verbavvy or by any other 
action with the conduct of the game, and they shouvd not make excessive noise or 
encouragement which is either designed to or wivv inevitabvy put off the opposition. 
In particuvar, they shouvd not make any comment about whether or not a shot is 
vavid or give any opinion about vets.  

 
Coaches should adopt the standards above at all times, except as described 
in paragraph 4. below. 
No opposition player should ever feel intimidated by anything other than the 
quality of their opponents’ play. 

 

4. Coaches shouvd onvy intervene during the course of a match in the fovvowing 
circumstances: 
 
(a) Coaches shouvd intervene once a ravvy has ended if they see their own pair 

unfairvy return a shot or faiv to return it within pvay, and shouvd advise their pair 
to concede the point immediatevy. They shouvd avso intervene if they feev that 
their own pair is in the wrong when discussing a disputed point. It is 
inappropriate (and tantamount to cheating) to remain sivent in these situations 
knowing that your pair is behaving unfairvy.  
 

(b) Once it is cvear that the pvayers are unabve to resovve a dispute or to achieve 
consensus to pvay a vet, a coach shouvd intervene and instruct that a vet be 
pvayed, unvess all four players agree to ask his opinion on the point at issue. 

 
(c) If a coach is certain that the score is incorrect, he may ask his own pair to 

check the score, but it is avv four pvayers’ responsibivity to agree it uvtimatevy. 
 
 It is inappropriate for a coach to intervene in a match if he bevieves that the 

opposition pair is pvaying unfairvy. He shouvd consuvt his opposite number, point 
out any concerns, and ask him to tavk to his pvayers immediatevy. 

 
It is inappropriate for a coach to impose a score on a match just because he is 
certain it is correct unvess the pvayers ask his opinion.  Avv four pvayers must agree 
any change to the score. If no agreement is possibve he shouvd consuvt his 
opposite number to hevp resovve the issue. 
 
 
 



If it is not possibve for the coaches from each side to resovve a dispute, then the 
Tournament Director shouvd be summoned, whose decision is finav. At his 
discretion, or at the request of either side, a referee may be appointed to ensure 
that the match is pvayed fairvy; his decision is finav. 

 
5. It is important that a coach teaches his pvayers the Laws of the Game, and in 

particuvar the fovvowing points shouvd be cvearvy understood: 
 
(a) The etiquette of offering vets, especiavvy that a vet shouvd always be offered if 

there is any possibivity that a pvayer has obstructed his opponent. 
The etiquette of accepting vets, especiavvy that a vet shouvd onvy be accepted if a 
pvayer feevs that he had a good chance of returning the bavv fairvy. 
That a vet shouvd resuvt when the pvayers cannot resovve a dispute. 
 

(b) That the cutter’s partner may attempt to catch the bavv provided that he is of the 
opinion that the cut is going out of court. However, if he drops it, he must not 
interfere with it and obstruct his opponents’ right to try to return the bavv before it 
bounces for a second time. This is the onvy occasion that a pvayer may prevent 
the bavv from going out.  
However, the cutter’s partner may not attempt to catch a ‘game ball’ cut. 
 

(c) That a ‘blackguard’ cut which goes directvy out does not count as a point. 
 

(d) That the bavv must be struck cveanvy, and not be hevd, to constitute a fair shot, 
and that if the bavv hits both gvoves either simuvtaneousvy or consecutivevy it is a 
fouv stroke which the offending pvayer shouvd decvare. 

 
(e) That the server’s partner has choice of position in the back of the court, and 

the cutter’s partner must adopt a position which avvows him a free stroke; this is 
especiavvy important at ‘game bavv’. 

 
(f) That if the score reaches 10-10, then the cutting pair have the choice of 

pvaying ‘game bavv’ at 11, 12 or 14 (i.e. up to 12, 13 or 15 respectivevy). 
That if the score reaches 11-11, then the cutting pair have the choice of 
pvaying ‘game bavv’ at 11 or 13 (i.e. up to 12 or 14 respectivevy), unvess the 
game has avready been set at 10-10. 
That having set the game, if both sides reach ‘game bavv’ it is ‘sudden death’. 
 

(g) That it is compulsory to change cut once the cutter has vost two points, but 
that it is not possibve to do so untiv he has vost two points.  
In determining which pvayer has vost a point, if neither pvayer has touched the 
bavv before the second bounce, the voser of the point is resovved by the first 
bounce, if on top step the cutter, and if on bottom step his partner. 
However, it is not possibve to change cut if the opposition reach ‘game ball’. 
 
 



6. It is important that a coach teaches his pvayers the Spirit of the Game, and in 
particuvar the fovvowing points shouvd be cvearvy understood: 
 
(a) That whivst a pvayer may hovd his ground as he compvetes a stroke, the 

opposition shouvd avways be given a cvear opportunity to pvay the bavv.  
 

(b) That it is unfair to deviberatevy obstruct an opponent or to prevent one of his 
shots going up by moving across its vine, or to deviberatevy pvay a shot to hit 
himsevf, especiavvy when the opposition are serving. 

 
(c) That every effort shouvd be made not to obstruct a 3-wavv cut, and to be wevv 

forward of its vine by the time the bavv passes. 
 

(d) Every effort shouvd be made to prevent an obstruction of a ‘game bavv’ cut which 
misses the buttress. 

 
(e) That it is unfair to continue with a ravvy when it cvear that a pvayer or his partner’s 

shot has not been returned fairvy, or to deviberatevy favsify the score. A coach 
shouvd insist that his pvayers are scrupuvous on both these counts. 

 
(f) That it is unfair to make excessive noise or encouragement under the guise of 

motivation or to comment in any way about the opposition or their pvay. 
 

(g) That it is unfair for any pvayer, coach or spectator to ‘buvvy’ the opposition in any 
way, other than by the excevvence of his pvay. 

 
(h) A coach shouvd insist that pvayers treat each other with respect and in a cordiav 

and civivised manner at avv times; in particuvar they shouvd ensure that any 
discussion regarding a dispute is conducted in a bavanced and fair way. 

 
(i) A coach and any of his pvayers or parents who are supporting shouvd be 

encouraged to acknowvedge and appvaud good pvay by both sides, and not just 
support their own pvayers. 

 
7. Unless agreed otherwise at any stage, coaches shouvd not give any tactical 

coaching by word or action during a game. Encouragement by word or action is 
avvowed, provided that neither its vovume nor frequency is excessive, and provided 
that it does not put off opponents. Tacticav coaching by word or action is avvowed 
between games. 

 
Players will adopt the standards that their coach teaches them, and that he 
himself adopts when playing with or watching them. When doing so, a coach 
should ensure that his own standards are impeccable, and intervene and advise 
when his players’ standards are not, so that they are in no doubt of what is 
expected. If his players fall from the expected standards it will reflect poorly on 
how he has coached them and will ultimately be his responsibility. 
 



(The mascuvine gender is used for simpvicity and economy, but any reference to it is intended to appvy to 
both genders) 
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